Introduction. Let ê{Q) denote the space of real-valued infinitely differentiable functions on an open set Q in 0t
n equipped with the topology of uniform convergence of all derivatives on all compact subsets of Q. Throughout we assume that Q is connected.
Let [S'(Q)] P denote the Cartesian product of S (Q) with itself p-times equipped with the product topology. Then [^(Q)] p is a Frechet space and a S(Q)-module. In [3] , the finitely generated submodules of 
e ^'(Q). In order that there exist a solution (S l ,..., S q ) e [@'(Q)] q to (1), it is necessary that (T l9 ..., T p )e [ker(F)]-1 since im(F) <= [ker(F')]
1 . Equivalently, it is necessary that every "relation" between the rows of (fij)i^i^P;i^j^q be a "relation" between (T l9 ..., 
., T p )e [&{Q)]n Using the fact that F'\[9{Q)Y -• [®(Q)]
q is one-to-one if and only if the set of xeQ for which rank(F(x)) = p is dense in Q, it is easy to see that the analog of Theorem 2 in this case involves the following condition: For every x e Q with rank(F(x)) < p there exists a p x p submatrix A of F such that x is a zero of finite order of det(A).
Theorem 1 can also be applied to systems of variable coefficient linear differential equations of the form ? It is easy to see (even without Theorem 3) that the analog of Theorem 3 in this case involves the following condition: rank(F(x)) = p for all xeQ. And assuming that Q c 0t n is P^-convex for 1 ^j^q (which is always the case for Q <= St 1 ), this condition is both necessary and sufficient.
